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ABSTRACT: We recently used in vitro selection to
identify many deoxyribozymes that catalyze DNA
phosphodiester bond hydrolysis and create 5′-phosphate
and 3′-hydroxyl termini. Alternatively, numerous deoxy-
ribozymes have been identified for catalysis of RNA
cleavage by 2′-hydroxyl transesterification, forming 2′,3′-
cyclic phosphate and 5′-hydroxyl termini. In this study, we
investigated the ability of DNA to catalyze RNA cleavage
by hydrolysis rather than transesterification, although
normally the hydrolysis reaction is substantially disfavored
relative to transesterification. Via a series of in vitro
selection experiments, we found that reselection of a
DNA-hydrolyzing deoxyribozyme leads either to trans-
esterification or hydrolysis, depending on exclusion or
inclusion of a stringent selection pressure for hydrolysis.
An entirely new selection starting from a random DNA
pool, using an all-RNA substrate and imposing the same
selection pressure, also leads to RNA hydrolysis.
Collectively, these results establish experimentally that
small DNA sequences have the catalytic ability to direct a
chemical reaction down a disfavored pathway, even when a
more favorable mechanism is readily available. Our view of
DNA catalysis is therefore expanded beyond merely
increasing the rates of reactions that would have occurred
more slowly without the catalyst.

A catalyst is particularly useful when it can direct a reaction
down a desired mechanistic pathway that would ordinarily

be disfavored relative to one or more competing routes,
especially when the inherent bias is strong against the desired
pathway. Both natural and artifical proteins can catalyze
normally disfavored reactions,1 although for some natural
enzymes this may relate to historical contingency rather than
mechanistic imperative.2 Nucleic acids (RNA and DNA) can
also be catalysts,3,4 but in most known instances, the reactions
catalyzed by ribozymes and deoxyribozymes are not normally
disfavored; the same reaction occurs both with and without the
catalyst, merely faster when the catalyst is present. We are
interested in understanding catalysis by DNA.5 Here we
examined the ability of DNA to catalyze a normally disfavored
reaction, RNA cleavage by hydrolysis of the phosphodiester
bond, despite the inherent availability of an alternative and
much more facile mechanistic pathway in which RNA cleavage
by transesterification proceeds with nucleophilic attack of a
ribose 2′-hydroxyl group on the neighboring phosphodiester
bond (Figure 1A). RNA cleavage by transesterification has been
reported many times by both ribozymes and deoxyribozymes.3

The uncatalyzed t1/2 values for transesterification and
hydrolysis at near-neutral pH in the absence of divalent metal
ions are ∼10 years6 and ∼30 million years,7 respectively, which
is a 105-fold difference. The starting point for our experiments
was the 10MD5 deoxyribozyme, which we identified as
catalyzing DNA phosphodiester bond hydrolysis with for-
mation of 5′-phosphate and 3′-hydroxyl termini (Figure 1B).8

The original 10MD5-catalyzed DNA hydrolysis reaction has no
competing transesterification pathway, because the DNA
substrate lacks 2′-hydroxyl groups.
10MD5 hydrolyzes its DNA substrate at a specific G^T

dinucleotide junction located several nucleotides within the
double-stranded region formed by interaction of the deoxy-
ribozyme and substrate (Figure 1C). As a preliminary
experiment to examine the effect on 10MD5 catalysis of
including a 2′-OH at the scissile phosphodiester linkage, we
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Figure 1. Oligonucleotide cleavage mechanisms and reaction catalyzed
by the 10MD5 deoxyribozyme. (A) RNA cleavage by trans-
esterification at phosphorus. Attack of a ribonucleotide 2′-hydroxyl
group at the adjacent phosphodiester linkage leads to 2′,3′-cyclic
phosphate and 5′-hydroxyl termini. (B) DNA cleavage by
phosphodiester hydrolysis. Attack of a water molecule can form 5′-
phosphate + 3′-hydroxyl termini as shown; formation of 3′-phosphate
+ 5′-hydroxyl is also possible. Competing transesterification cannot
occur because no 2′-hydroxyl is present. (C) 10MD5-catalyzed DNA
hydrolysis, showing the selection arrangement that enables PAGE-shift
selection (downward PAGE shift upon substrate cleavage; the dashed
loop on the right side enables selection but is dispensable for
catalysis). See Figure S1, Supporting Information, for details.
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evaluated the activity of 10MD5 when presented with a
substrate that either has only a single ribonucleotide (rG) at the
cleavage site or is entirely RNA. 10MD5 retained detectable
activity with the rG substrate, albeit with ca. 40-fold lower kobs,
but it was not measurably active with the all-RNA substrate
(Figure S2, Supporting Information). Therefore, introduction
of the 2′-OH into the otherwise all-DNA substrate inhibits
10MD5 catalysis, and changing the surrounding nucleotides to
RNA is further detrimental.
On this basis, we performed several in vitro selection

experiments, each of which revealed a different facet of DNA’s
ability to catalyze the normally disfavored RNA hydrolysis
reaction. Some of these experiments imposed a stringent
selection pressure for phosphodiester hydrolysis rather than
transesterification, by requiring that the DNA-catalyzed
substrate cleavage reaction forms a 5′-phosphate terminus
(Figure 2A). This selection pressure either used T4 DNA ligase
and an exactly complementary DNA splint, or it used T4 RNA
ligase and a DNA splint that leaves several product nucleotides
unpaired near the ligation site (see detailed nucleotide
sequences in Figure S1, Supporting Information).

First, we partially randomized the 10MD5 sequence to the
extent of 25%, that is, each of the 40 catalytic region DNA
nucleotides had 75% probability of being the parent nucleotide
and 25% probability of being one of the other three
nucleotides. This partially randomized 10MD5 pool was
subjected to reselection using the original DNA substrate
sequence, now containing a single ribonucleotide (rG) at the
10MD5 (r)G^T cleavage site. The selection process relied on
simple downward PAGE shift of active deoxyribozyme
sequences due to cleavage of the attached oligonucleotide
substrate (Figure 1C). After six rounds in which the key
selection step used incubation conditions of 70 mM HEPES,
pH 7.5, 1 mM ZnCl2, 20 mM MnCl2, 40 mM MgCl2, and 150
mM NaCl at 37 °C for 14 h (the same as in the original
identification of 10MD5), the pool yield was 54% (Figure S3,
Supporting Information). Individual deoxyribozymes were
cloned, and all eight that were examined were found to
catalyze cleavage not by phosphodiester hydrolysis but instead
by transesterification using the rG 2′-hydroxyl group as the
nucleophile (Figure 2B, top, and Table S1, Supporting
Information). Their diverse sequences were essentially
unrelated to 10MD5 (10−17 mutations, including many

Figure 2. 10MD5 partial randomization and reselection with exclusion or inclusion of hydrolysis selection pressure. (A) Hydrolysis selection
pressure by capture of the 5′-phosphate hydrolysis product using a 3′-hydroxyl capture oligonucleotide, a DNA splint, and T4 DNA or RNA ligase.
The 5′-hydroxyl formed by transesterification cannot be captured by this reaction. (B) Selection outcomes, revealed by analysis of individual
deoxyribozymes from round 6 (no pressure, top) and round 9 (three additional rounds with pressure, bottom). Open arrowhead = substrate; filled
arrowhead = product (t = 24 h). Asterisks denote 9SE signals that arise from transesterification rather than hydrolysis, either as background reaction
(for PAGE) or during analysis (for MALDI-MS). See Table S1, Supporting Information, for MALDI-MS data and cleavage-site assignments for
individual deoxyribozymes. See Figure S3 for selection progressions and Figure S4 for individual deoxyribozyme sequences, Supporting Information.
See Table S2, Supporting Information, for kobs values. (C) Schematic model for accessing the competing transesterification (T) and hydrolysis (H,
H′...) mechanistic pathways in DNA sequence space, starting from the parent 10MD5 sequence and ending with the deoxyribozymes from each of
the four cloned selection rounds. This diagram is intended to assist visualization of the relationships among the various selection experiments and
plots activation energy (ΔG⧧) versus number of mutations, unlike a conventional energy diagram of free energy (G) versus reaction coordinate. See
Supporting Information text for a brief explanation of the components of the diagram.
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mutations within sequence segments found to be conserved in
our prior study of 10MD5 variants;9 Figure S4, Supporting
Information). The overall outcome of this experiment can be
depicted schematically as in Figure 2C, which illustrates that
transesterification (T) catalyst sequences are readily accessible
by reselection from the 10MD5 hydrolysis (H) catalyst as the
starting point. Such sequences dominate in the absence of
selection pressure to the contrary, consistent with the
chemically more facile nature of transesterification compared
to phosphodiester hydrolysis.
We resumed the same reselection experiment, now perform-

ing three additional rounds with imposition of the hydrolysis
selection pressure of Figure 2A, using T4 DNA ligase to capture
only those DNA catalyst sequences that cleave by hydrolysis at
the rG site. The pool yield initially dropped substantially to
undetectable (<0.5%) at round 7 but steadily rose to 20% by
round 9 (Figure S3, Supporting Information). Four out of four
individual deoxyribozymes were observed to catalyze rG^T
phosphodiester hydrolysis with 5′-phosphate formation (Figure
2B, bottom, and Table S1, Supporting Information), despite
the presence of the rG 2′-hydroxyl group that could have
enabled cleavage by transesterification. These hydrolytic
deoxyribozymes have only 4−9 mutations from 10MD5 and
sequence conservation predicted well by our prior study of
10MD5 variants9 (Figure S4, Supporting Information). There-
fore, the normally favored T outcome in Figure 2C (as
observed after six rounds) can be avoided by including the
appropriate selection pressure for the normally disfavored H
reaction. This outcome is observed even when the H pressure is
applied at a relatively late stage of the selection process,
indicating that H sequences were present in the population that
experienced six rounds with no selection pressure and was
therefore dominated by T sequences at that point.
A separate 10MD5 reselection experiment was initiated, now

using the all-RNA substrate for which 10MD5 has no
measurable cleavage activity, rather than the DNA substrate
with a single rG. The hydrolysis selection pressure of Figure 2A
was imposed from the outset, now with T4 RNA ligase and a
DNA splint that enables capture of the cleavage products from
reaction at any of several possible RNA nucleotides. The all-
RNA substrate alters the deoxyribozyme-substrate duplex from
B-form DNA/DNA to A-form DNA/RNA. Given 10MD5′s
inactivity with the all-RNA substrate (Figure S2, Supporting
Information), it was not known whether accessible 10MD5
variants can cleave the all-RNA substrate by hydrolysis. After
nine rounds with the same key incubation conditions as above,
the pool yield was 9% (Figure S3, Supporting Information).
Individual deoxyribozymes were each found to hydrolyze the
all-RNA substrate at one of four nearby nucleotide junctions
with 5′-phosphate formation (Figure 3A and Table S1,
Supporting Information). Each of the five new DNA catalyst
sequences had 10−14 mutations relative to 10MD5 (Figure S4,
Supporting Information). Unlike the outcome with the single-
rG substrate, here the new DNA sequences did not maintain
10MD5′s conserved motifs, which is sensible because here the
substrate cleavage sites have changed; the new deoxyribozymes
are essentially unrelated to 10MD5. This outcome indicates
that many different hydrolytic catalyst sequences were readily
accessible in sequence space, even with the constraint of
starting the reselection process with a partially randomized
version of the 10MD5 sequence. Without detailed biochemical
investigation, we cannot know whether any of these new

sequence-unrelated DNA catalysts nevertheless maintain any
structural or catalytic features of 10MD5.
Finally, we initiated a new selection experiment using a fully

random N40 region, the all-RNA substrate, and the hydrolysis
selection pressure (T4 RNA ligase) from the outset. We
directed cleavage near a dinucleotide junction located within
three unpaired nucleotides of the RNA substrate between the
two DNA/RNA binding arms, rather than within the
deoxyribozyme-substrate duplex region as for the 10MD5
reselection experiments. After nine rounds with the same key
incubation conditions as above, the pool activity reached 28%
(Figure S3, Supporting Information). Consistent with the
outcome of 10MD5 reselection using the all-RNA substrate,
four different cleavage sites were used by individual
deoxyribozymes (Figure 3B and Table S1, Supporting
Information), each of which catalyzes RNA hydrolysis with
5′-phosphate formation, and all six new DNA sequences were
entirely unrelated to 10MD5 (26−36 nucleotide differences;
Figure S4, Supporting Information).
The divergent chemical outcomes of the two Figure 2B

reselection experiments demonstrate that multiple mechanistic
pathways for RNA cleavage by DNA catalysts are accessible
depending on the selection pressure (Figure 2C), and the
outcome can be controlled by a rather modest number of
catalyst sequence differences. Escaping 10MD5′s hydrolysis
(H) local minimum in DNA sequence space to access catalysts
for the more facile transesterification (T) reaction could, in
principle, have been analogous to finding RNA-cleaving
hammerhead ribozymes as the simplest solutions in RNA

Figure 3. DNA-catalyzed hydrolysis of all-RNA substrates. (A)
10MD5 reselection, seeking hydrolysis at the original cleavage site
within the binding arm. (B) Entirely new N40 selection, seeking
hydrolysis at the unpaired nucleotides.
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sequence space.10 However, secondary structure calculations
(mfold; data not shown) for the eight new transesterification
DNA catalysts did not systematically predict any stem-loop
structures similar to that of the small 8−17 RNA-cleaving DNA
motif, which is thought to be the most common RNA cleavage
solution in DNA sequence space.11 If the newly identified
transesterification catalysts share any functional relationship
with 8−17, then that relationship is not immediately obvious
from the folding predictions. Although most of the round 6
pool catalyzed transesterification, a sufficient (albeit small)
fraction of the round 6 pool must have been able to catalyze
hydrolysis, such that three additional rounds with the hydrolysis
selection pressure efficiently redirected the outcome12 to
provide hydrolytic deoxyribozymes (i.e., H→H′ rather than
H→T), despite the much greater chemical ease of trans-
esterification.
The two selection experiments with the all-RNA substrate

(Figure 3) validate that numerous apparently unrelated DNA
sequences can catalyze RNA cleavage by hydrolysis rather than
transesterification, despite the relative chemical challenge of
hydrolysis. The reselection effort that was constrained primarily
to survey sequences derived by mutation from 10MD5
nevertheless led readily to new DNA catalyst sequences (Figure
3A). Furthermore, the successful new N40 selection shows that
the partially randomized 10MD5 sequence was not strictly
required as the starting point in order to find entirely different
DNA catalysts for RNA hydrolysis that function well with the
all-RNA substrate (Figure 3B).
RNA cleavage reactions catalyzed by large natural ribozymes

such as group I introns,13 group II introns,14 and RNase P15

involve phosphodiester bond cleavage without transesterifica-
tion by available 2′-hydroxyl groups, and a group I intron
ribozyme was evolved to cleave single-stranded DNA.16

However, all of these natural (or naturally derived) ribozymes
are an order of magnitude larger than the small artificial
deoxyribozymes found in the present study, and notably, all of
the small natural RNA-cleaving ribozymes catalyze only
transesterification.17 At the outset of our investigation, this
situation left open the possibility that regardless of selection
pressure, such small nucleic acid catalysts might be unable to
suppress the mechanistic ease of transesterification in order to
perform hydrolysis (e.g., evolve H→H′ rather than H→T in
Figure 2C, or select for H rather than T from random
sequences). Phosphodiester hydrolysis is inherently challeng-
ing,7 and our previous work established that DNA can catalyze
this difficult transformation for DNA substrates.8,9,18 The
present results expand our understanding to reveal that
phosphodiester hydrolysis by DNA catalysts can also be
achieved for RNA substrates while readily avoiding the
competing and much easier transesterification pathway that
uses the 2′-hydroxyl group. This conclusion should invigorate
searches for unrelated nucleic acid catalysts that promote a
variety of normally disfavored chemical reactions.
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